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I . INTRODUC'l'I ON 
I n the development of new vehicles, resistance 
minimization is a primary design focus since the propelling 
force must match this drag. I n general, less resistance 
permits higher speeds and decreases fuel consumption for the 
same propulsion plant. Surface ships are exposed to t wo 
mediums: air and water. This thesis focuses on the 
subsurface resistances of the SLICE ATD (Advanced Technology 
Demonstration), shown in Figure 1.1 . 
Figure 1.1. The SLICE configuration (Lockheed , 1994). 
The SLICE concept was developed from the SWATH hull . 
comparison of Figures 1.1 and 1.2 reveals the difference 
between the two hull forms. Essentially, the SLICE design 
cuts the middle section out of the SWATH's struts and pods. 
Figure 1.2. A typical SWATH vesse l (Kennell, 1992). 
TwO accepted approaches used to extrapolate ship 
resistances from model data are the ITTC and Hughes methods 
(SNAME, 1988) . These techniques break up a model resistance 
into subsidiary resistances and employ Reynolds and Proude 
scaling in different ways to predict ship resistance. Bath 
procedures were performed on the SLICE model data. 
A classical ITTC model to ship calculation was done 
using a single length approximation. This first guess was 
expected to overes tima te the ship resistanc e since Kennell 
reported that the single length ITTC prediction 
overestimated SWATH resistances (Kennell, 1992). These 
results provided an upper limit by which other extrapolation 
techniques employed on the SLICE could be compared. 
It was established that the resis t ance characteristics 
of a SWATH hull differ from those of a full displacement 
monohull (Kennell, 1992 ) . The source of this dif ference was 
the relationship bet_wee:1 the overall l ength and the wetted 
surface area. Figurt:' 1.:3 shows equal displacemen t ships and 
Kennell documents that SWATH ships have approximately sixt y 
percent more wetted su.r:-face a.::-ca thil.n monohul l s of the same 
d::splacement (Kennell, 1992) . For the same reason, one 
would expect the resistance characteris t ics of a SLICE hull 
to differ from those of the monohu l l. The single length 
procedure uses equivalent flat platt:'s of t_he prescribed 
length a:1d area for resistance predictions . A monohull may 
be approximated in t h is mannt:'r but S\llA'T'H research indicates 
that separa t e evaluation of struts and pods yields 
predictio:1s wh ich more c losely match actual ship daLa. 
Figure 1.3. Comparison of an equal displacement mO:lOhull 
and S\\lATH (Kennell, 1992). 
Using the ideas of Kennell, the SLICE wetted surface 
area was divided int o strut and pod components (Kennell, 
1992). The rl'TC method was applied too exLrapo1ate ship 
r esistances and Lhe Hughes method, which by definition, 
predicts smaller ship resistances was also applied to the 
sect_ioned hull. 
Final l y, a hybrid procedure analyzing the str~ts as 
wing shapes and the pods as full hull forms was deve l oped . 
The hybrid examination results fell in between the ITTC and 
Hughes estimates . 
The Lockheed Missile and Space Company, Inc. designed 
the SLICE and their analysis, also a variation of the Hughes 
method, predicted lower ship resistances than those 
presented here (Lockheed, 1994). Even though the drag is 
larger, this thesis, like Lockheed, anticipates that speeds 
of greater than thirty knots are achievable with the primary 
engine choice, dependi ng on the overall propulsive 
efficiency . 
II. MODELING OVERVIEW 
A. FROUDE HYPO'l'HESIS 
By Froude'" hypothesis, the total res istance 
coefficient CT is a function of Reynolds Number Rn and 
Froude N'-lIllber Fn. Additionally, the total resistance 
coefficient may be divided into irictional and residual 
componen ts . The frictiona l resistance coefficient C" is a 
function of Reynolds Number only ",'hile t he residual 
resistance coefficient:. CR depends on both the Reynolds 
Nurrber and Froude Number. 
(1) 
A fur t her subdivisio:1 of the residual resistance 
coefficient is possible by understanding that the wave 
making resistance coefficient CWM is included in the 
rcsidual resistance coefficient . W!mt remains of the 
residual res i stance coefficicnt is the form drag coefficient 
CFORM • Tn£! WClve making resi~tance coefficient is a function 
of the Froude Number only and the form drag coefficient is 
for geomctricCllly simila:::- hulls . 
(2) 
The refore, the total res~stance coefficient i s given by 
the fo l l owing equa tion. 
(3 ) 
A correlation allowance CA is added to the ship 
frictional and ship residual coefficients to give the ship 
total resistance coefficient . Figure 2 . 1 shows a general 
divi sion of the model and ship resistance coefficients. 
Reynold. N...,bcr-Rn 
R~ .+ 
Figure 2.1 . Model and ship resistance coeff icients versus 
Reynolds NllilIber (Gilmer and Johnson , 1982) . 
ITTC METHOD 
The lTTe Me thod fo l lows Froude' s hypothesis for the 
total resistance coefficient. It proposes an equation that 
produces a curve on the resistance coefficient CF versus 
Reynolds Number plot which represents the portion of the 
total coefficient due to friction as 
(<1. ) 
The I TTC method maintains the concept that the r-esidual 
r-esistancc coeffi ci ent is comp~ised of the wave making 
r-es i stanc.e and for-m dr-ag corr.ponents . The wave making 
r-esistance coefficient is dependent upon the Froude Numbe::-. 
Fo~ Froude scaling, the model and ship have t he same Froude 
Numbers. Therefor-e , fo~ a g iven Froude Number the model 
wave mak.ing resistance coefficient is equa l to the ship wave 
mak ing coefficient . Since the form drag coefficient is 
constant f or geometrically similar vessels, the wave rrak i ng 
and f o r m drag coefficient!; can be il.nalyzed at each Froude 
Number as a constant sum known as the residual r-esistanc.e 
coeffic i ent. 
C~ (RIl, Fn) = L'W.<f{FIl) + CFOR.\/ ( 5) 
In this way, an estimate of the ship total resisLancc 
coeffic.ient may be derived :::~om model test tank 
measurements. The component br-eakdown of t he Lota l 
resistance coefficient f or the ITTC me thod is shown in 
Figure 2 . 2 . In summary, t.he total resistance coefficient 
:to r- the ITTC method is given by the fo llowing equation. 
c rt Rn,FIl) = Cr (RIl ) + C~( NIl.rn) (6) 
Figure 2.2. Total resistance coefficient versus Reynolds 
Number for an ITTC analys is. 
C. HUGHES METHOD 
The Hughes method suggests a variation on Froude' s 
hypothesis and modifies t he friction coefficient curve. The 
analysis suggests that the frictional resistance and form 
drag are due to viscous effects and are therefore both a 
function of Reynolds Number. As plotted on Figure 2 3, the 
Hughes curve equation fo r the frictional resistance 
coefficientCFo is 
0.066 
CF() = ~IO Rn '- 2.03)1 
{71 
The analysis proposes that the form drag coeffic i ent 
can be related to the frictional resistance coefficient 
curve by some constar.t T]. 
(8 ) 
By mul1:iplying the frictional resistance coefficient by 
a form factor r, the ':onn drag and frictiona J resistance 
components are combined into a single Reynolds dependent 
At low !"roude Numbers the wave making resistance i.s 




In this way, the form factor lI'.ay be found for the hull 
shape. The form factor is constant for geome-:::rically 
similar hulls. In general, the total resistance coefficient 
may be ",'ritten in the form 
( 1 2 ) 
The component breakdown of the total resistance 
coefficient is shown in Figure 2.3. The residual resistance 
coefficient for the Hughes method is a function of both the 
Reynolds Number and the Froude Number. 
(13) 
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Figure .2.3 . Total resistance coefficient versus Reynolds 
Number for the Hughes analysis . 
Monl:Fl:ED HUGHES METHOD 
A further investigation was developed in which the 
struts were evaluated as wing sectio:1s. By this premise, 
one may consider the total drag attributed to the struts as 
equiva l ent to the drag of a geometrically similar wing 
10 









FigUre 2.4 . Sect i on d rag coef f icient versus sect i on lift 
coefficient fo r a NACA 0012 -64 ''''ing s ection (Abbott and von 
Doenhoff, 1959) . 
11 
This wing drag coefficient however does not account for 
the effects of wave making resistance. Therefore, a wave 
making t erm must be added to account for itt; absence. 
Cr""" (Rn, Fn) = C.", .. (Rn) + CWM,..., (Fn) (14 ) 
Applying the ProUde analysis t o the strut total 
resistance coefficient, the following may be wr itten for the 
strut total drag coefficient. 
By assuming that at low Proude Numbers, in other words 
low speeds, the wave making resistance is negligible, the 
wing drag coefficient is equivalent to the strut total drag 
coefficient. This allows the strut form drag coefficient to 
be obtained by subtracting the strut frictional resistance 
coefficient from the strut total drag coefficient. 
Because the wetted surface area was fragmented, the 
resistances, not the coefficients, were be used to 
arithmetically account for all effects. Once the portion of 
the form drag a ttributed to the struts was known, the pod 
form drag was calculated by subtracting the strut 




Due to t.he shope of the pods (oblong / d~pect ratio) 
the form drag coefficient of ':.he pods were considered 
funr:tions of Reyno l ds Number and were t.herefore Reynolds 
scaled according to the Hughes me t-. :'lod . The strut was 
approximCl.t.ed by d fldt. p l at in turbulent. f l ow with 0 
constant form drag coefficient. Therefore, it is 
Cl.ppropriat.e to separate the strut and pod form coefficients 
for the model to ship scaling process. 
(17 ) 
C fORM".. = const (18 ) 
The component breakdown of the tota l resistance 
coefficient is shown in Figure 2.5. Computationa l ly, the 
separate resistance coefficients were fo und from their 
respective resistances in the following equation. 
The ::-esidual ::-e~is::ance coefficient for the Hughes 
method is a function of both the Reynolds Number and the 
Froude Number and was found from the summed residual 
resis tance. 
Figure 2:.5. 'rotal resistance coefficient versus Reynolds 
Number for the modified Hughes method. 
In essence, the Hughes method has been modified such 
that the portion of the forrr. drag attributed to the pods was 
reduced in the transfer from model to ship by Reynolds 
scaling while the strut por tion was Froude scaled. 
equivalent Hughes coefficient, found from R':'I_;" an 
equivalent resistance 
(21) 
was multiplied by the form factor r, to raise this 
equivalent Hughes curve to the desired value of the total 
14 
resistance coefficient speci f ied by the Hughes r.let~od. 
Al ternatively, the SaIne fOI"m factoI" would be found by 
raising the origina l Hugbes CUI"ve to a value equa l to the 
t.ota l resistance coefficient minus an equivalent st:::ut fOI"m 
dI"ag coeff icient:. 
15 
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III. WETTED SURFACE AREA AND METHOD CALCULATIONS 
DETERMINATION OF THE WETTED SURFACE AREA 
'l'he we'::ted sur [ace area of '::he SLICE hul l was 
calculated [rom the Lockheed ship drawings P1-100 - 0J dated 
13 December 1994. The waterline u~ed was 14 feet (Lockheed, 
1994) . For calcu l ation of the wetted surface area the hull 
was cut into numerous sections for easier analysis. Figures 
3.1 t h::-ough 3 .4 show how the sub:nerged hull was subdivided. 
lflhere sepa::-ate calculated surface a:::eas overlapped, 
appropri<lte area values were subtracted form the total. 
1. Wetted Surface Area One 
Wetted sur face area One consisted of the forward ang l ed 
piece de :' ineated in Figure .1.1 and was calculated using 
:.riangular geometry . The calculations are provided in 
Apper.dix A. The vertical depths were taken from the ship 
drawings (Lockheed, 1994) and the horizontal dist<lnces from 
the st:.rl.:.t centerline for each station were ca l c.u l ated oy 
geometry. The shortened surface chord length from stations 
o t o J, due to t.he intersection wi th the wing part of the 
strut , was <lccounted [0::: oy decreasing the horizontal 
distance from the centerline . 'l'he angle between cente:::line 
and surface intf";'sec tion with DWL WUS const-ant ae. 8.1 
degrees . The Simpson Ru l e was :.lsed to calcu l ate the we-:::ted 
surface area of one side of one piece by connecting the 
sU:'face chords . Therefore, the tota l wet.ted surface urea of 
the two forward angled pieces was four times the ca l culat ed 
17 
area of one side . To ensure accuracy, a trapezoid~l rule 
calculation was al so done. 
ltd S f A Tw I I Wetted Surface Area One I ~~~~l,<ict-'1=~ ~ .. S , ~~"~m~~rr~.~ 
Figure 3.1 . Wetted Surface Areas One and Two (Lockheed, 
1994) . 
2. Wetted SurfClce Area Two 
Wetted surface area Two consisted of the aft angled 
piece, delineated in Figure 3 . 1. The sante procedure used to 
find area One was used to find area Two and the calculations 
are provided in Appendix A. Because the aft connections are 
different f rom the forward connections, the areas for the 
forward pods and the aft pods are distinct . 
3. Wet ted Surface Area Three 
Area Three is the segment of the forward strut portion 
which is wing shaped as shown in Figure 3.2. It encompasses 
the surface from the DWL to the f illet which connects the 
strut to the pod. Depth measurements were taken off SEIP 
drawings (Loc kheed , 199 4 ) and the Simpson Rule was used to 
calculate surface area . To ensure accuracy, a trapezoidal 
rule calculation was also done. Calculations are provided 
in Appendix A. 
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I I I Wetted Surface Area Three I wetjiiLfr r __ 7 
- ~-:· ·· I ---. - ·J T:~ t9-
rrfrTTTTTTTTlTIlTTTriTlHn TTin r·m lTJTTTTl ITn ' ,( i tn li ln 
Figure 3.2. Wetted Surface A.reas Three and Four (Lockheed, 
1 994) . 
4. Wetted Surface Area Four 
Area Four is the segment o f the aft strut portior. which 
is wing shaped as shown in Figure 3.2. The t;aIne procedure 
1.ised to find area Three '}]as used t_o find area Four and the 
calculations are provided in Appendix 11.. Becaut;e tl-.e aft 
struts connect to the aft pods i n a geometrically different 
way than the forward t;truts and pods , tr.e fQr.e and aft areas 
are different. 
5. Wetted Surface Area Five 
Area Five is the forward fillet, outlir.ed in Figure 3.3 
and consists of that part of the wetted surface which 
attaches the f orward struts to the forward pods. The ship 
drawings (Lockheed, 1994) provided measurener:ts to the upper 
and lower coordinates at 5hip stations. Surface chor d 
lengths bet-ween these two points were calculated and ::he 
simpson kllle was used to ca l culate the snrf<1ce area. 
ensure accuracy, a trapezoidal rule calculation was also 
done . The calculat i ons are provided in Appendix A. 
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Figure 3 . 3. We tted Surface Areas Five and Six (Lockheed, 
1994) . 
6. Wetted Surface Area Six 
Area Six is the aft fillet, outlined in Figure 3.3 , 
corresponds to area Five of the forward hull. The surface 
was calculated the same way as the forward fillet but due to 
different for and aft connections, the areas for the forward 
segment and the aft segment are distinct . The calculations 
are provided in Appendix A . 
7. Wetted Surface Area Seven 
Wetted surface area Seven is the forward pod, outlined 
in Figure 3. 4. Using cylindrical geometry, circumferences 
were calculated at each station. At stations where the p ods 
connected to the struts and fillets , an a ppropriate arc 
lengths was subtrac t ed from the circumference. The Simpson 
Rule was used to calculate surface area and a trapezoidal 
rille was d o ne as a check. As expected the Trape zoidal rule 
supplied a s maller value since the nose section's surface is 
c u rved between station s rather than flat . The calcl.i.lations 
are provided in Appendix A . 
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Figure 3.4. Wet-ted Surface Areas Seven and Eight (Lockheed, 
1994) . 
8. Wetted Surface Area Eight 
Figure 3.4 shows wetted -"urface area Eight ,."hich was 
calcu l a:.ed in the same manner as the forward pod. As 
before, the aft results differ form th!;' forward ones because 
t he aft connections are different from t h e =orward 
connections. The calculations are provided in Appendix A. 
B. I TTC PROCEDURE ON A SINGLE LENGTH 
'rhe model velocities V .... and mode l Froude Numbers FnM 
were taken from the Lockheed t esL Lank data . (Lockheed, 
1994) The desired range of ship ve l ocities Vol was from 5 to 
40 knots . By Froude scaling, the model Proude Nwnber Fn", 
is equal to the ship !<roude Number Fns and wi th a sea l i Tlg 




Lockheed ship drawings were used to establish a ship 
wetted surface area Ss as described in the wetted surface 
area calculation chapter and the model wetted surface area 
SM was calculated by relating the ship wetted surface area 
and the scale factor A appropriately. 
(23 ) 
The model total drag Rr~ provided by the Lockheed 
towing test, was the force required to move the model 
through the towing tank over the desired range of 
velocities. From the model total drag values, model tot-al 
drag coefficients C1:.. were found. The test tank fluid 
density PM was taken to be for fresh water at 68 Q F or 20°C. 




Equivalent model lengths LM ,.-. were calculated from the 
model Froude Numbers and model velocities where g is 
standard gravity. The twenty percent trim mean was taken as 
an average equivalent model length and used for all 
subsequent calculations. 
22 
Ib . /t 







Reynolds Kumbers were calculated based on the average 
equivalent model length and model velocitie~ . These model 
Reynolds NumbersRn" have no true relation to the actual 
geometry of the model, they are only reprct>entations of flo\,o, 
over a flat. plat.e of equivalent frict.ional length . The test 
tank fluid kinematic viscosity v", was taken to be for fresh 
it' 
v .. = 1.08042 x 1O-~ ---;-
(28 ) 
(29) 
lJ~ing lhe ITTC equation, a value for the overall model 
frictional coefficient C,,, was fo und and using t his 





The model residual res istance coefficient CH" is what 
remains of the mode l total resistance coefficient onCe the 
model frictional resistance coefficient is subtracted from 
it. The residual resistance is mostly due to wave making 
res i stance and these were considered equivalent. Since the 
model wave making resistance coefficient is Proude scaled, 
i t is equal to the ship wave making coefficient CWM, . 
(37.) 
The model residual resistance RR~ equivalent to the 
model wave making res is tance RWM~ was calculated from the 
model residual resistance coefficient. 
(33) 
For the ship calculations, the ship velocities Vs and 
an equivalent ship length Ls,- were calculated · using Froude 
scale factor relationships. Again by Proude similarity, the 





USillg the ship velocities and the equivalent ship 
leng t h, equivalent ship Reyno lds Numbers Rn! were found and 
used t o calculate ship frictional resistance coefficients 
Cr, . A corresponding value of the ship frictional 
:::.-esistance Rr, wa~ found. The test tank fluid kine:natic 
vi;;cosity vM and fluid density PM are for sea water at 
59°F or l SoC. This is the standardized temperature for ship 
resistance calculations (SNAME. 1988). 
v s = 1.27908 X 10-1 if- (3G) 
_ (64.042W, (37) 
Ps - \32.174 it' 
Rn =~IL,_ (38 ) 
, v, 
0.075 
Ct', = (log oo Rn\ - 2)' 
(39) 
R" ~C,,(tp,S,V;) (40) 
Since the SLICE hull is similar to the SI"IATE hull, a 
coy!:elation allowance of (l.UOOS was used. Based on 
research this va l ue is most appropriate for S'''A'TH vesse l s 
(Kennell, 1992). It is noted that Lockheed also used a 
correlation a l lowance of a 0005 in their analysis (Lockheed, 
1'J'Jt1). By Froude scaling, the ship wave making resistance 
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coefficient CII'M, equals the mode l wave mak ing resistance 
coeffic ient at corresponding velocities . Therefore, the 
ship total resistance coe fficient Cr, was found and using 
this coefficient, a ship to t al resistance Rr, was resolved . 
(41) 
R" ~ C,, (t p,s,V,') (42) 
The ship res idual resistance coefficient was t he 
remainder of the model total resistance coefficient o nce t he 
ship frictional resistance and allowance coe ff icient were 
subtracted from it. As with the mode l, the residual 
resistance was analogous to the wave making resistance. 
residual resis t ance was also calculated. 
(43 ) 
R" ~C,,(tp,S,V;) (44) 
C. I'l"l'C PROCEDURE ON A SECTIONALIZED HULL 
The same values for model veloc ities VM , model Froude 
Numbers Fn." scaling factor A., model wetted surface area SM' 
model '.;:otal drag Rr", and model total drag coefficients Cr" 
were used. As in the prev:"OUs analys i s, the test tank fluid 
26 
den.sity PM CIne fluin kinemaLlc viscosity \"-\1 '..;ere taken ~o 
be :::or fresh water at 68 cF or 20°C;. 
Sh::'p .. er.gths L5 fo::::' each pod and strut section '",ere 
tuken ~::::-om tr.C' sUp drawIng" (Loc:-<.heed, 1994) and U·.e 
propo!:t~Ul:al model lengl!:!; L., were ::ound. '::'hen. Reyr.olds 
Nurrbe::::-s we::::-e calculated for each of the rr,odel sec::ions. 
'l'r.ese rr.ode~ Reynolcis Nwrbers RnM represer.t values foe::- f·.ow 
over a f:'at plate of equivalent frictior.al ~ength. 
Lsing the J'TTC eqc:il::i or. , a villue for ::r.e section's 
I:lodel frictiona::' coefficient CF~ was found. 
J7rom the =TTC model frir:t:ional coefficier.t.s, 
coe::-respondinc; lIlodel -"::::'i r:::i or.ill e::-esistances RF~ were 
(<15 ) 
(".6) 
calculat,ed for each section ar.d tr.eE sununed togeU:e::::' to Lon:\ 
an overal::' model irlc:::,ional reEliElt.il.nc.e. 
(17.\ 
RF~ = Li;_ IRF~ n=numherof sec/ions : 48) 
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Once an overall frictional resistance was found, an 
equivalent frictiona l resistance coefficient CF" ,..., was found 
and from that an equivalent Reynolds Number RnM ,." and 




The model residual resistance coefficient CR" i s what 
remains of the model total resistance coefficient once the 
model fr i ctional resistance coefficient is subtracted f r om 
i t. The residual resistance is mostly due to wave making 
res i stance and these were considered equivalent. Since the 
model wave making resistance coefficient CWM~ is Froude 
scaled, it is equal to the ship wave making coefficient 
CWM, • 
C" =iC,. -C,.1= <;' •• =C'Mo ( 52) 
The model residual :::-esistance RR,,' equ i va l ent: to t he 
model wave making resistance RIliM" , was calcu l ated from the 
model residual resistance coeff i cient . 
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(S3 ) 
The same ship velocities Vs ' ship F:::-oude Numbers Fns 
and ship \,:etted surface area 5:! for the ITTC method were 
used in these calculationt;. As before, the ship fluid 
density Ps and fluid kinematic viscosit:y Vs were taken t.o be 
fo r sea water at. 59°F or 15"C . 
ship lengt~s £5 for each pod and strut section were 
taken from the ship drawings (Lockheed, 199-1) and used to 
calculate Reynolds Numbers. 'T'hese ship ,,-eynolds Numbers RlIs 
represent values for flow over a flat plate of equivalent 
frictional lenglh. 
Rn = VsLs 
S v,. 
(5-1 ) 
Using the I'1'TC equation, a value for the ship section' 0; 
frictional coefficient C,., was found. 
(55 ) 
?rom the ship section's ITTC f:::-ictional coefficienls, 
corresponding ship frictional resistances R,., were 
calculated for each section and these ',.;ere su:mr.ed together 




Once an overall fr i ctional resistance was found, an 
equivalent ship frictional resistance coefficient CF,_ was 
found and from that an equivalent ship Reynolds Nwnber Rns,-
and equivalent ship length Ls"-,, were calculated . 
(58) 




The correlation allowance CA was taken to be O. 0005, 
and the ship wave making resistance coefficient CWM• was 
taken to be equal to the model wave making resistance 
coefficient at corresponding velocities . Therefore, the 
ship total resistance coefficient Cr,was found and using 




The ship residual resistance coe f ficient '",as the 
:::-emainder of the model to tal resist:ance coe:;f icient once the 
Ehip frictional resist.J.nce and allowance coefficients were 
subtracted from it . As wit.h the model. the residual 
resistance was analogous to the wave :naking resistance . 
residual resistance was also calct: l ated. 
D. HUGHES PROCEDURE ON A SECTIONALIZED HULL 
(63 ) 
( 64) 
'.l'he values for model velocities V." model Froude 
Nwnbers Fn M , scaling factor "}.., model wetted surface area SM' 
model total drag RT~' and model total drag coefficients CT" 
were the same as in previous analyses. Again, the test tank 
f l u i d density PM and fluid kinematic viscosity v., were 
taken to be for fresh water at 58"? or 20"C. 
S:"1ip lengths Ls f or each pod and strut section '",ere 
taken from the ship drawings (Lockheed, 1994 ) and the 
proportional model length s L., were found. Then, Reynolds 
Numbers were calcu l ated fo::::- each model section. These model 
Reynolds Numbers Un., represent val ues f or flow over a flat 
p l ate of equivalen t frictional l enqth . 
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(65) 
Using the Hughes equation, a value for each section's 
n'.odel frictional coefficient C fDM was found . 
( 66) 
From the Hughes model fric t ional coefficients, 
corresponding model frictional resistances Rro~ were 
calculated for each section and then summed together to form 
an overall model frictional resistance . 
RFO~ :0 L,~,RFO~ n = number of sections 
Once an overall frictional resi~tance was found, an 
equivalent model frictional resistance coefficient CfO ..... 
was found and from that an equivalent model Reynolds 








explained in Chapter ::':1, the fo~m factor :c '.'las fOIl:ld 
by raising tr.e Hughes curve up to the model total re::;istace 
coefficien:: at a low o:peed. Figure 2.3 3r.0'.o1S the new curve 
'.'lhich is the product of rr.ul::ip::'yir.g t!:e form fact.or and the 
Hughes equivalent reo;i::;::ance coefficients The new curve is 
the sum of tr.e model equivalent frictiona::' re"i"tance 
coefficient and t.he model form drag coefficient. From this. 
the Dodel form drag coefficienL CrnRM~ and the II'.ode1 form 
drag RFOIIUw '.'lere fou:ld. 
(72 ) 
(7 J) 
Tr.e model wave Daking C"M~ is what renains of r..r.e model 
to:-_al resistance coefficienL once tr.e model frict_ional 
resistance coefficient and model form drag coefficienL are 
subtracLed from it. since :.":le moael wave making :cesistance 
coefficient is FrO'~lde ~.cale6, it· c; eqllal too t_he sh=--p '"ave 
[f,aking coefficient: CWM , · 
(-/4 ) 
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The model residual resistance R~u' equivalent to the 
model wave making resistance RWM~' was calculated from the 
model residual resistance coefficient by the relation: 
(75 ) 
The same ship velocities Vs ' ship Froude Numbers Fns 
and ship wetted surface area Ss for the ITTC method were 
used in these calculations. As before, the ship fluid 
density Ps and fluid kinematic viscosity Vs were taken to be 
Ship lengths Ls for each pod and strut section were 
taken from the ship drawings (Lockheed, 1994) and used to 
calculate Reynolds Numbers. These ship Reynolds Numbers Rns 




Using the Hughes equation, a value for the ship 
frictional coefficient em, was found for each section. 
CFO, 
0.066 
From r.he ship Hughes frictional coeffic ients, 




calculated for each section and then sum:ned togethe!:" to form 
an overall ship frict iona l res istar.ce . 
(78) 
R,o, = l~I RFO" n = number of sec lions (79 ) 
Once an overall frictiona l resistance was found, an 
equ::'valent ship f rictional resistance coefficient C,-o,,,-, wa s 
found and from that an equivalent sLi.p Reynolds Number Rns",,~ 
and equivalent ship lengt.h L!_ were ca l C1.llated. 
(80) 
(81) 
L _ Rns_ V5 
$, .... - Vs 
(82) 
MUltiplying the ship equivalent frict ional re~;istance 
coefficients by the established form factor r yields a new 
curve which is the sum of the ship equiva l e:lt frictional 
resistance coefficient and the ship form drag coeff i cient . 
Theretore the ship form drag coefficient Croit•j , and the ship 




The correlation allowance C ... was taken to be 0.0005, 
and the ship wave making resistance coefficient CWM , was 
taken to be equal to the model wave making resistance 
coefficient at corresponding velocities . Therefore, the 
ship total resistance coefficient Cr, was found and using 
this coefficient, a ship total resistance Rr, was resolved. 
(85) 
(86 ) 
The ship residual resistance coefficient C~, was the 
remainder of the model total resistance coefficient once the 
ship frictional resistance and allowance coefficients were 
subtracted from it. The residual resistance RR, includes the 




MODIFIED HUGHES PROCEDURE ON A SECTI ONALIZED HULL 
For th i s analysis, Lhe val ues for model velocities VM , 
mode l Froude NUff'bers Fn M , scaling [actor i.., model wetted 
sur.face area SM ' :nodel tor_al d r ag RT~' and model total d:::.-ag 
coeffic ien t s e, .. were the same as used in the previo u s 
analyses , Again, the tes t tank fluid density PM and fluid 
kinematic viscosity vM were taken t o be fo.!:" fresh water at 
Ship lengths Ls f or. each pod and s t rut section were 
t.aken fr.om t.he ship drawings (Lockheed, 1994) and Lhe 
proportional model lengths LM were found . Then , Reynolds 
Nlllnbers were ca l culated for each mode l section . Thes e model 
Reynolds Numbers RnM repr.esen t values for flow over a flat 
p l a'_e of equ ivalent frictional length. 
Rn =~ 
M v " 
(89) 
Using the Hughes equation, a va l ue for each section's 
model frictional coefficient C.·o" was found. 
( 90) 
From :..he Hughes model frictional coe ff i c ients, 
co:::.-responding mode l frictional r.esistances R"o" were 
calculat ed for each secLion and then 5urrmed together to form 
an overall model frictional resistance. 
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RFO" = L;.,RW., n = number of section.s 
Once an overall frictional resistance was found, an 
equivalent model frictional resistance coefficient CFOM "",. 
was found and from that an equivalent model Reynolds 







is the modification to the Hughes Method. Rather 
than cons::'der it as a single term, the form drag was further 
subdivided into strut and pod components. By doing this, 
results from a separate analysis of the strut were 
incorporated into the model research. In part icular, the 
struts were investigated as wing shapes whose form drag 
coefficient was a constant. 
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'l'hc wi r.g chosen \o"hich most close l y resembled the .<.>truts 
\o"as NACA 0012. - 64 . Using Fig\l:::- e 3.3, a wing drag coefficient 
Cd.,.., =: 0.0044 was extractF'd The wave mak i ng resi.<.>tance o f the 
st:::-ut \I/as tak.en to be negligible at a l ow Froude Number . 
The Proude Number chosen was where the model total 
resistance coefficient wat; rnir..imum at. l ow speeds . For a 
Froude Number of Fn = 0.2 , the model st.rut frict.iona l 
resistance coe f ficient was CF()~_ ~ =0.004120136 and this was 
subt:::-acted f rom the wing drag coefficien t. to determine t he 
st.rut form drag coefficient CFOR.I!",. ' 
T:1.e model st!"ut f orm drag RFOR.I!s",,~ \o"as found using t he 
model strut wetted s u rface area Ssr""~ ' The strut surface 
area was taker.. as the sum of wet ted sur face areas One , Two, 
Thr ee , Four , Five, ar..d Six . 
( 97 ) 
T:"1en the model frictional resistance and the mode l 
strut. form drag were added togethe!" to find a sinqlc 
equivalent. coeff icient C£q' ''M w~ich could then be Il'.ultip l ied 
by the fo!"m fac t.or r to !"aise the Hughes curve to ::-.he model 
total at low f·.I:oude NumDers . 
( 98) 
(99 ) 
The difference between the value multiplied by the form 
factor and the prernultiplied value was set equal to the 
model pod form drag RFO,,", .. ~. The corresponding model pod 
::rom drag coefficient CFORM""M was calculated using the model 
pod wetted surface area S"od M • The pod wetted surface area 




The total model form drag was the strut form drag plus 
the pod forn drag and using the entire model wet ted surface 
area a model form drag coef fic ient was calculated. 
( 102) 
(103 ) 
The model wave making CWM~ was found by subtracting the 
model frictional resist.ance coefficient and model form drag 
coefficient from the model total resistance coefficient. 
Since the model wave making resistance coefficient is Froude 
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scaled, it is equal. to the ship wave making coef f ic;ient CWMs 
at comparable speedo; . Add i t i onally, the model wave mak i ng 
res i ~t;ance RWM " , was calculated. 
(104 ) 
(105 ) 
7he mode l residual resistance coefficient CR" is what 
remains of the model total resistance coefficient once t. he 
equivalent model frictional resistance coefficient is 
suhtracted from it. 7he model residual resistance RR~ 
includes the wave making resis t.ance and the form drag . 
(1 06) 
(1 07 ) 
The same ship velocities Vs ' ship Froude Numbers hIs 
and ship wetted surface area S.I for the IT7C met hod were 
used in these calculations. As before , the ship fluid 
density p, and fluid kinema';:.ic v i scosity VI were taken to be 
for sea water at 59 u F or :'5°C . 
Ship lengths Ls for eaeh pod and sLrut seetior. were 
taken from the t;h i p drawings (Lockheed, 1994) ar.a used to 
calculate Reynolds Numbers . Th ese ship Reynolds Numbers RnJ 
4 1 
represent va l ues for flow over a f l at plate of equivalent 
frictional length . 
Using the Hughes equation, a value for the ship 





From the ship Hughes frictional coefficients, 
corresponding ship frictional resistances RFO, were 
ca l culated for each section and then summed together to form 
an overall ship frictional resistance , 
(110) 
Rro, == L~. l Rm" 11 = number of sl;.':c(ions (111) 
Once an overall frictional resistance was found, an 
equivalent ship frictional resistance coefficient CFO:;.:- , was 
fOl;.nd and from that an equivalent ship Reynolds Number R1Is~, 
and equivalent ship length Ls_ were calculated . 
(112) 
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Since the strut form dr-ag coe f ficient 
as constant, the ship strut form drag RFORM~~, was found 
u~ing the ship strut wetted surface area Ss" •• , . 
(113) 
(114 ) 
( 11 5) 
Then the ship f rictiona I. resistance and the ~hip strut 
form dr-ag were added together to find a sing l e equiva l ent 
coefficient eN." , which was multiplied by the form factor r 
to raise the Hughes curve. 
(1l6) 
(117) 
The difference between the value mu l tiplied by the for-m 
[actor and the pre:nultiplied value was set equal to the ship 
pod f orm drag R,.",",,~ , ' The corresponding ship pod from drag 
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coefficient CfORU "", was calculated using the ship pod wetted 
surface area S PuJ, • 
(118) 
(119) 
The total ship form drag RfORM , was the strut form drag 
plus the pod form drag and using the entire ship wetted 
surface area, a ship form drag coefficient CFORM , was found. 
(120) 
(121) 
Since the wave making resistance coefficient is Froude 
scaled, the ship wave making resistance coefficient CWM, is 
equal to the model wave making coefficient CWM... The 





With a correlation allowance C" of 0.OG05, the ~hip 
::o'~al resisLance coefficient CI , ... 'as found a:ld ~Gin<:J t:1.is 
coetticient, ::_t1e .ship ::otal resist_ance R,s wac; resolved. 
( 124) 
(12::;) 
The ,ship residual resit;'~ance coeff=-cient CR, was ::he 
remainder of '~he model LoLa: resistance coe:::ficie:-l:: once ::he 
:;hip f:::ict=-onal :cesistance ar.d allowance coefficients were 
s'-..lbt::o:-act_ed f:com it_ Tt1e resid'-..la: resistance RRI incll,des the 





XV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
A. METHOD RESULTS 
1. ITTC Single Le ngth Analysi s 
As previously explained, t he ITTC single length 
analysis, provided in Appendix B, used the Lockheed Proude 
Number~ to set t he model l eng t h . Figure 4. 1 shows the test-. 
t ank model drag divided into fric tional and residual 
components. The frictional por-tion, steadily increases with 
velocity and the residual resistance is just the difference 
between the total and frictior:al resistances. The 
frictional resis t ance was Reynolds scaled to predict Lhe 
ship quan t ity. Since t he ITTC method fol l ows the classical 
Proude reo;istance procedure, the residual resistance was not 
divided into form and wav e making components . The entire 
re s idua l element was Froude ~ caled to estimate the ship 
residual component . Figure 4 . 2 E;hows the reE;u l t of 
combining the ship f r ictional and ship residual resistances . 
For both the model a nd ship calculations the major 
componenL of the total was the residual resistance . This 
suggested a need t o more closely examine t h e Froude sca l ed 
resistances of the SLICE. 
The most noticeable characteris t ic of Figure o: 4 . 1 and 
4 . 2. are the two hUIl'ps . These humps can be related t o 
similar findings wit-_h SI"IATH hulls . plots of reE;idual 
resistance coefficients veITUS Froude Number of SWATH 
vessels exhibit prismatic humps followed by primary humps 
(Ke nnell, 1 992) . Figure 4..3 shows such a plot for a SWATH 
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vessel and Figures 4.4 and 4.5 show similar plots f()r the 
SLICE model and ship. Whereas the prismatic hump for a 
S'tJATH vessel is generally found near a Froude Number of 0.3, 
the prismatic hump for the SLICE is shifted left to a Froude 
Nu."'l\ber of 0.23 . Similarly, the pr imary hump of a SWATH is 
found near a Froude Number of 0.5 while the hump appears at 
0 .3 1 for the SLICE. These figures show that the residual 
resistance is the major component of the total in mid- range 
speeds. 
2. ITTC Sectionalized Hull Analysis 
The ITTC sectionalized hull analysis is provided in 
Appendix B. By sectioning the hull, the portion of the test 
tank model drag assoc iated with friction was increased . 
Thus, a larger part of the total resistance was dependent on 
the Reynolds Number and a smaller part was dependent on the 
Froude Nwnber . Although an equivalent Froude Number based 
on the equivalent length could be found, the Froude Number 
used was the same as in the sing le length calculations . 
Figure <1.6 shows, at high speeds the model's frictional 
percentage was greater than the residual percentage. In the 
previous analysis, the residual resistance percentage was 
always greater than the frictional quantity. The result of 
altering the relative Reynolds and Froude Number dependence 
in this way was a decrease in predicted ship total 
resistance, most noticeably at higher speeds. 
Al though the model's frictional resistance was greater 
tha:1. the r esidui'.l 1. portio:1. a t high speeds, Figure 4.7 shows 
the same was not true for the shi p . This occurs because 
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when predicting ship quantities, the Proude scaled 
resistances increase more than the Reynolds scaled ones. 
Figures 4 . 8 and 4.9 show that the prisn,atic and primary 
humps are located at the same Froude Numbers as in the 
previous analysis and there is no sign of an add~::ional hurr.p 
at higher Proude Numbers. The model friction- residual 
swi teh '",hieh was shown in Figure 4.6 appears in Figure 4.8 
at the corresponding Froude Number. As in Figure 4 . -' , 
Figure,..9 shows that there is not a switch once the 
quaotilies have bee:l expanded to the ship. As before . the 
residual resistance coefficienL con:-.inues to taper off af ter 
the primary hurnp. And, as in the first case, t he residual 
was t.he primary sou r-ce of resistance throughout the speed 
yange of Lhe ship. 
3. Hughes Sectionalized HUll Analysis 
IL was decided La more closely examine the Froude 
scaled resistances of :'he SLICE hull . Trying a different 
appyoach, the Eughes method was chosen because i t fur they 
breaks down the residual yesistance into f oym and wave 
making components. From previous discussion, it: was shown 
that the torm draq could be Reynolds sca l ed and the wave 
making Froude sca l ed. The Hughes sectionalizeded hull 
analysis is provided in Appendix B. 
Int egra l to the Hughes method is the idea that at low 
Froude Numbers, the wave making resistance is negligible . 
In fact, this idea was used to find t he form factor . 
Figures 4.10 and 4.11 show the frictional and r esidual 
breakdQ'..m fOl this approach. I n order t o cOIT.pare t his 
analysis with the ITTC methods, it was n ecessary t:o show the 
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resistance division as a function of the Reynolds and Froude 
Numbers . Figures 4.12 and 4.13 show the dramatic shift in 
relative Froude and Reynolds Number dependencies of the 
Hughes approach. Very a pparent is t hat at high speeds the 
total drag is almos t entirely due to Reynolds dependent 
resistances whereas for the ITTC cases, t he Froude scaled 
component was dominant . 
Figures 4.14 through 4.17 show the plots of resistance 
coefficients v s . Proude Number for this method. As in the 
ITTC analyses, once t he Frou de Number is greater than 0 . 3, 
t he residual and total coefficients taper off and there is 
no sign of another hump or increase . 
Figures 4. 18 and 4.19 show the model division and ship 
predicted composition of the residual resistance. Prom the 
above investigation, an important concept of the procedure 
was revealed. This method predicts very little wave making 
resistance at high speeds for the SLICE hull . Note that the 
Froude scaled resistance equals the wave mak ing resistance. 
The residual resistance of the sect ional i zed Hughes analysis 
is almost entirely from the form drag. A video of the mode l 
in the t est tank supports the concept of small wave 
generation at high speeds. 
4. Modified Hughes Sectionalized Hull Analysis 
Recall that for Froude's hypothesis and the ITTC 
scaling procedure, the form drag component was Froude 
scaled , i.e . , cons t ant for each Froude Number. But, in the 
Hughes analysis, all of the form drag was Reynolds scaled. 
Since it played such an important role in the Hughe s me t hod, 
a further subdivision of the form draq was undertaken such 
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that the pod portion was Reynolds scaled and t:.he sLrut 
portion was Froude scaled. The modified Hughes 
sectiooil l ized hull analysis is provided in Appendix B . 
Figures -1.2 0 throuqh 4 . 23 show the frictional and 
res i dud l breakdown for the hybrid procedure. In order t o 
compare this analysis with the ITTC rnethod5, the rcsista:1ce 
was divided into parts which were functions of the Reynolds 
and Froude Numbers. Figure s 4.24 through 4.27 show tha t 
this a l teration only slightly shifts t.he relative Reynolds 
and Proude Number dependencies back toward the ITTC ratios. 
Figures 4 . 23 and 4 . 29 can be compared to F igures 4.18 and 
4.19 of the Hughes method for the purpose of showing the 
results of varying the residual resistance dependency. 
Because of the shi f t to'"ard Froude sca l ir.g, ':.he 
predicted shi p totdl resistan ce for this method was slighcly 
higher thdn the sectionalized Hughes method. It was sti ll 
considerably l ower than bo t h the I TTC analyses. 
COMPARISON OF METHOD RESULTS 
1. Frictional Resistance Comparison 
Figure 4 .3 0 COmpilreS the model frictional resis t ance 
components of the various methods . The sing l e length 
method's percent<'tge of the model to t al resis t ance was less 
than the sectioned hul.l nethods. The Hughes aod modified 
hughes me thods used the same f r :"ctional resistance va l ues. 
Fi gure 4. 3C also i ncludes the Lockheed skin friction which 
was greater than classica l I TTC and Hughes dssessments. By 
de f inition, the Hughes equiJ.tion y i elds l ower f ri.ctiona l 
resistance coe f fic i ents than the : TTC equation and the two 
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sectioned hull resistance curves of Figure 4.30 show that . 
Figure 4 .3 1 shows the ship frictional res i stances and the 
Lockheed ship skin friction. Because they were all Reynolds 
scale d, the ship frictional resistance curves follow the 
same trend as the model curves. 
2. Residual Resistance Comparison 
Figure 4.32 compares the model residual resistances for 
the various procedures. Also plotted was the Lockheed 
residual which t.aken as equal to t.he Lockheed sum minus the 
Lockheed skin friction. The single length method gave a 
larger percentage of the total to the residual resistance 
compared to the sectioned hull approaches . Note t hat the 
Hughes and modified Hughes methods have the same model 
residual resistances . 
Figure 4.33 shows the predicted ship residual 
resistances for the procedures. The residual resistance was 
Froude scaled in the ITTC methods but was Reynolds scaled in 
the Hughes method. The modified Hughes method combined both 
Reynolds and Froude scaling to predict the ship residual 
resistance . The figure shows that Froude scaling resulted 
in higher predicted ship quantities when compared to 
equivalent Reynolds scaling . Since the modified Hughes 
method was a combination of the two scaling procedures, the 
pred i cted values fell in between the ITTC and Hughes 
estimates. 
Figure 4 . 34 compares the division of the model residual 
resistance for the Hughes and modified Hughes methods. Both 
methods started with the same model to t. al residual 
resistance and had the essentially the same wave making and 
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form d~ag components. Because the form fac tors wer.e only 
taken to tlllO decimal points, slight differences on the order 
o f less than a pound do exist between the two method's 
component values. Since th e model figure is only a syr.opsis 
of the data, Figure 4.34 only :0;00'.018 O::1e c urve for each of 
these res ist<J.nce cons'::ituents . The modified Hughes method 
divisior. of strut and pod form drags were also plotted. 
Figure 4, . 35 shows the division of the p redicted ship 
res idual resistances for the Hughes and modified Hughes 
methods. The figure sho'.oIs that the modified Hughes method 
predicted higher overall ship residual resis t ances. The 
ship wave making resistances for both methods was the same 
since i t was Froude scaled in both instances . Al t hough not 
explicitly calculated, the p::-edicted ship pod drug of t he 
Hughes method matched the modified Hughes value since it was 
Reynolds scaled in both met.hods . Therefore , the source of 
the increased predicted ship residual resistance was the 
strut fo:::m drag. 1t was identi::ied that Froude scaling 
resulted in highe::: predicted ship values when compared to 
Reynolds scaling. Since the strut form drag \."as l"roude 
scaled in the modified Hughes He t hod. its value was greater 
than the Hughes metnod Reynolds scaled counterpart. 
F-:com this investiga t ion, one can see that for the 
:nodified Hughes rr.ethod. any variation of the wetted surface 
area division would result in a ship :::esidual resist.a~lCe 
somewhere between the higher ITTC sectioned hul l estimate 
and the lower Hughes sectioned hu l l estimate . Ir. oLher 
words, if the residual resistance has any combination of 
Reynolds and Frotide scaling, the resulting quantit.y will lie 
in between the Proude scaled ITTC method a~d the Reyno lds 
scaled Hughes method . 
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3. Reynolds Scaled Resistances 
Figure 4.36 compares the Reynolds scaled portion of the 
model resistance for each method and also includes the 
L,ockheed skin friction for the model. The Reynolds 
resistance equaled the frictional resistance for both the 
ITTC methods. The Reynolds resistance of the Hughes method 
included both the frictional and form drag components. The 
Reynolds scaled resistance of the modified Hughes method was 
comprised of the frictional resistance and the pod portion 
of the form drag since the strut drag was Froude scaled. 
Figure 4.37 shows the resul t of Reynolds scaling the 
model resistances of Figure 4.36. The relative order of the 
ship curves remained the sarr.e. In the residual resistance 
discussion it was shown that Reynolds scaling predicts lower 
ship quantities when compared to Froude scaling. It will be 
shown that the me :.hods which Reynolds scaled larger 
percentages of the model s tota l resistance predicted lower 
ship total resistances. 
4. Froude Scaled Resistances 
Figure 4.38 compares the Froude scaled port ion of the 
model resistance for each method. The figure also includes 
the Lockheed residual which W3S taken as the Lockheed sum 
minus the 1.ockheed skin friction. The Froude resistance 
equaled the residual resistance for both the ITTC methods. 
'I'he Froude resis tance of the Hughes method was the wave 
making component only and the Froude scaled resistance of 
the modified Hllghes method included both the wave making and 
strut portion of the form drag. 
Figure 4.39 shows the :::-esult of Froude scaling the 
model resistances of Figure 4.38. The relative order 
rerr.ained the same. I t will be shown that assigning larger 
pc!';centages of the model's total resistance to Froude 
scaling results in higher ship total resistances since 
Frotide scaling predicts higher ship qun.ntities compared t o 
Reynolds scaling. 
The Lockheed residuals were provided in Figures 4.38 
and 4 . 39 for comparative purposes only _ It was not within 
the scope 0-: this thesis :'0 evaluate Lockheed's analysis . 
It is sufficient to note that the Lockheed evaluation of 
residual resistance vari ed from this thesis proc edure as 
evidenced by the difference in model and ship curve shapes 
for :.he Lockheed residual res~stance . 
5. Total Resistance Comparison 
All methods started \"IIi t h the same model ::otal 
res::stance . Figure 4 . 40 corrpa!:"es the predicted ship 
resistances from each method and Table 1 ranks ::he ship 
totals, the frictional and residual divisions of the model 
and ship. The Lockheed sum, also plo':ted in Figure 4.40, 
was less than all analyses covered in ':he thes is . 
The Reyno lds and Froude scaled resist.ance comparison 
provided ::he best insight into the analyses of the thesis. 
Previously, it was stated that Froude scaling a resis t.ance 
resulted in :-tigher ship values compared to Reynolds scaling. 
si.nce the 1'1"J'C methods ?roude scaled all residual 
resistances, t:'l.e IT'i'C methods predic':ed the highest ship 
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total resistances . The Hughes met.hod Reynolds scaled all 
it.s residual resistance and t.herefore predicted the lowest. 
total resistance. The modified Hughes met.hod fell between 
the ITTC and Hughes met.hod because it. applied both Reynolds 
and Froude scaling to portions of its residual resistance. 
The sectioned hull procedure provided lower ship total 
resistances compared to the single length procedure. Table 
2 summarizes the Reynolds and Froude Number scaling results . 
Rank of Quantities Model Model Ship Ship Ship 
(highest=!, lowest=5) Rp RR RF RR R, 
I TTC Single Length 
ITTC Sectioned Hull 
Hughes Sectioned Hull 
Modified Hughes 
Lockheed 
Table 1 . Compar~son of method der~ved fr~ct~onal, res~dual 
and total resistances. 
Rank of Quantities Model Model Ship Ship Shi p 
(highest=l, lowes t :4) RI\n Rm Rill Rrn R'I' 
ITTC Single Length 
I TTC Sectioned Hull 
Hughes Sectioned Hull 
Modified Hughes 




The ship ho:csepoweJ:: or SHP defines "lhether the sh:'-p 
w:'-ll IT,eet the desired speed of thirty knots. There are 
t~ree engines under consideratiun fur Lae SLIC~. The 
Lycoming 1'1<' 40 is the highest rated at 3994 horsepower =o~ 
rontinl:ous ope:::-ation. With two engine~ installed and 
accoc:nting for 10003e3, the delivery of 6i:lSO total installed 
horsepower is estimated for sc:stained operation (T,oc.kheed, 
1994) . 
Figure 1.11 shows the predicted SHP versus ship speed 
and Figure 4.42 shu",'s a close-up of thi:cty knut:oo. The 
following ooservatiun3 can be made conce:::ning the desire to 
cruise at thi~ty knots. At thirt.y knots, only the I'I"I'C 
single len<::rth app:coac:a estimates a larger horsepower 
requirement t:"1an what the pJ::"oposed engines can deliveJ::". All 
other :nethudt; suggest that the planned engineering 
c.onfiguration will prupel the ship at speeds of qreate:::- than 
thirty knott; [or sustained operations. 
'I'he effective horsepower, EHP, ~s a meant; DY wh.i.ch a 
propulsior. plant's efficiency car. be la:oeled. It is fo·.md 
by relat::ng the ship tutal ret;lt;tanc.e R,;. in pounds -"o~c.e, 
and the ship velocity Vs ' in feet per second. '::'he 550 in 




The SHP is found by dividing t_he effec.tive horsepower 







FigUre 4.1. ITTC model resistances versus model velocity 
for a single length analysis of the SLICE hull. 
S8 
Figure 4.2. ITTC ship resistances versus ship veloci ty for 
a single length analysis uf the SLICE hull. 
°o~oC-, -~"c-~" ~o .• ~ ..~u~o.,'----o .• 
FrcL.ldaNumb., 
Figure 4.3. Residuary resistance coefficients versus Froude 
Nu.mber (Kmmell, 199?). 
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Figure 4.4 . ITTC model resistance coefficients versus 
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Figure 4.5 . IT?C ship resistance coefficients versus Froude 
Nwnbe r for a single lengt.h analysis of t.he SLICE hull . 
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Figur e 4.6. ITTC model refli s t a nces versus model velocity 
for the sectional ized SLICE hull. 
Figure 4.7. ITTC ship resistances versus shi p velocity fo r 
the sect~ onalized SLICE hul l. 
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Figure 4.8. ITTC mode l resistance coefficients verslls 
Proude Number for the sectionalized SLICE hull . 
Figure 4.9. ITTC ship resistance coefficients versus Froude 
Nwnber for the sectionali7.ed sr~ICE hull. 
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Figure 4..~O . Hughes model resistances versus model ve l ocity 
for the sectionalized SLICE hull . 
" Vdoc:l.ty (k U . ) 
Figure 4. . 11. Hughc>cs ship !"esista~ces versus ship ve l oei t y 
for the sect:iQnalized SLICE hull. 
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Figu:r:e 4.12. Hughes model resistances as functions of 
Reynolds and Froude Numbers versus model velocity for a 
sectionalized SLICE hull. 
Figure 4.13. Hughes ship resistances as functions of 
Reynolds and Froude Numbers versus ship velocity for t_he 
sectionalized SL ICE hull. 
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Figure 4.14. Hughes model resistance coe f ficients versus 
Froude Number for Lhe sectionali~ed SLICE hull . 
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Figure 4.15 . Hughes ship resistance coefficients versus 
Proude Numbel- for the sectionalized SLICE hUll . 
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Figure 4.16. Hughes model resistance coefficients as 
f unctions of Reynolds and Froude Numbers versus Froude 
Number for the sectionalized SLICE hull. 
Figure 4.17. Hughes ship resistance coefficients as 
functions of Reynolds and Proude Numbers versus Proude 
Number for the sectionalized SLICE hull . 
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Figure 4.18. Eughes model residual resist<1oces versus model 
velocity fo:::- the sectionalized SL1CE hull. 
Figure 4.19. Hughes ship residual resistances versus ship 
velocit;y for the sectional ized SL I CE hul l . 
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Figure 4.20. Modified Hughes model resistan ces versus model 
ve locity for the sectionalized SLICE hull . 
-; 50000 f-==O~-,--~t7'~--j 
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Figure 4.21 . Modi f ied Hughes ship resistan ces versus ship 
ve l ocity f or the sectionalized SLICE hull . 
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Figure '.22. l>l()di~ied Eughe.s model resistance cuefficients 
versus Proude Number for the sectional ized SLICE hull. 
Figure 4..23. Modi!:ied Eughes ship resistallce cuefficients 
ve:csus Fr-oude Number fo!" the sectionalized SL.lCE hull. 
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Figure 4.24. Modified Hughes model resistances as functions 
of Reynolds and Froude Numbers versus model velocity for the 
sectionalized SLICE hull. 
-: soooo j----t--<.'=';""'''----I7''-?'-l 
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Figure 4.25. Modified Hughes ship resistances as functions 
o f Reynolds and Froude Numbers versus ship veloci ty for the 
sectionalized SLICE hull. 
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Figure 4.26. Modified Hughes model resistance coefficients 
fun c tior.s of Reyno l ds and Froude NWnDe!:"s versus Proude 
Number for the sec r-. ional i zed SLICE hul l . 
] 0. 035 
~ O . OJ 
! o. m i--+HL-+--+-+----J.--j 
Figure '.27. Mod i fied Hughes ship Yf'!sistance coef f i cien t s 
f u nctions o f Reynolds and Froude Numbers ver sus Proude 
Number for thp. sectionalized SLICE hull. 
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Figure 4.28 . Modified Hughes model residual r e sistances 
v ersuS model velocity for the sect i o nali z ed SL I CE hu l l. 
Figure 4.29. Modif i ed Hughe s s hip residua l resi s tances 
versus ship velocity for the sectionalized SLICE hull. 
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Figure 4.30 . Compa rison of model frictio!1al res i stances . 
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Figure 4. 32 . Co:nparison of model residual reslstances. 
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FigUre 4.34. Comparison of t.he model residua l resistaI'.ce 
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Fi gure 4..35 . Comparison of ship residual resistance 
division for the Hughes and modified Hughes methods. 
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Figure 4.36 , COl'lparis o n of the Reynolds scaled por t ion of 
t he model resistance. 
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Figure 4.38 . Comparison of the Fr ou de scaled portion of the 
mode] resistance . 
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Figure 4.39. Comparison o f the ship Froude scaled 
r e sistances. 
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FigUre 4.42. Close-up of the SH? rurves near :'10 knots. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
CONCLUSION 
The wetted surface area of the SLICE hull form is 
radical ly different from Cl. full displacement monohul l and 
also varies significantly from the SWATH hull . Because of 
this, standard procedures for predicting ship resistances 
from mode l test tank nata cannot be used . 
The thesis decomposed the t.otal resistance into pod and 
strut compone:1ts and f urther divided :::l:ese into frictional, 
form and wave making compone!1ts . Additionally, the 
resistances were categorized as funct ions of the Reynolds 
tind Froude Numbers. The Hughes method provided the means by 
which the residua l resistance was divided into form and wave 
making components . Sbip sC<lling processes do not usually 
decompose the form drag, but in the case of the SLICE, two 
f actors lead to a further investigat_ion of the form drag . 
First, the model had a large form facto~ which meanL that 
the form drag was almost equal to the frictional resistance . 
Second, the geometry of the wetted surface area provided a 
natural separation of the hull for unattached strut and pod 
analysis . 
A large dif f erence between the I TTC and Hughes 
predictions existed so a modified Hc.ghes method was 
developed whi ch combi ned i deas from both processes. 
particular, the pod form drag was Reynolds scaled according 
to the Hughes and the str'"t form drag was Froude scaled as 
in the IT'.i'C rr.ethod. The hybrid procedure exam~nation 
results fell in between the ITTC and Hughes estimates . 
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Concerning the design criterion that the ~hip go at 
least thirty knots, only the c l assical ITTC single length 
determined that the ship required more power. But, as 
previously s t ated, the ITTC single length resistance was 
concluded to be an overestimate. Assuming the propulsive 
coefficient does not vary much from the designer's value of 
0.73, t he Hughes and the modified Hughes method predict that 
thirty knots is achievable. 
B. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Follow-on research should include further investigation 
of the breakup of the form drag. In particular, a 
computational fluid dynamic study of the struts and pods as 
separate entities could be done to validate the modified 
Hughes method. This analysis might lead to a di f ferent 
division of Reynolds and Froude scaled quantities. 
It would be beneficial to include the stabilizers and 
canards in resistance calculations . This was not done here 
because the dimensions of these were not known since they 
were not on the ship drawings . These components wou l d most 
likely be Reynolds scaled since they are similar to flat 
plates. Additionally, the effect of varying the angle~ of 
the stabilizers and canards could be studied via 
computational fluid dyna."l\ics. 
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APPENDIX A. WETTED BURI"ACE AREA CALCULATION 
The wetted surface area of the SLICE hull was 
calculated from the ship d::-awings (Lockhe ed, 1994) . The 
wate::-line was 14 feet . Tables 3 through 1 0 show the 
calculation s used to determin e the surfaces of the s ubreerged 
hull s :'1own in Figures 3 . 1 through 3.4 . I-bere separate 
c alculated surface a r eas ove::-lapped, appropriate area values 
were subtrac t ed form the total . 
~h.;D 
"":::: · I~ 
Ito ' 21 
Table 3. Ca l culation of We t tee Surfa ce Ar ea One . 
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'rot .. Area o. AHEA 10"0 si ~ I • 
Tr,p~ ,o'M1 SHe!> Ar~" ch~ck . 
Table 4. . Calculation Qf Wetted Surface Area Two. 
S i££t~~ 
Itt.) Ift . "21 
~8 ~. 75 
57 7.13 
Tot" . A" ea o . AREA 10"",, 5].,," 1_ 
Trap"~oiu" l ~U i" A::"" a che c ;'; 
Table 5 . Calculation of Wetted Surface Area Three . 
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69 126 ., 8 
71 5.83 
, , 
To~"l Area of AHE1, 4 {On" Sid~ J 















~~'" l ""rt~ ce ,,~"" 0 """" I"'"_~ ,MI ' 
c raN"oid.a: RulQ Stri~ Mo,,- ChQCk -
Table B. Calcula':..ion of Wetted Surface Area Six . 
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" 
Point .,. ., 
'" 
, SirnsollSi '"0 suSrhf~ce sutioll , noIt>POd FWDi'od. >1ult! lier Weiht 
Di ...... terCirc""f. Cllord Area 
(lnchl (t.) (t.) Ht.) , ... , , t.'2) 
o. 0.0 
8.76 1.69 ),53 0.21 
12.25 7 ,0' 1 2.H 4 . 94 O.~l 
9.78 3.26 
." 6.63 1.00 n.so 4.33 9.07 H . Ja 
1.50 ~7 .36 5.27 11.0] 22.06 5.0. 
2.00 30.23 17.45 49.73 5.80 
2 .50 3).O~ 19 . 10 6.371 26.67 &. 38 
6.15 6.55 
36.?S 7.01 14.81 29.0 




5.00 ~].1l 64.54 
5.50 40.81 23.56 401.16 8.1S 
6.00 41.14 23.15 '.9. 16.58 8.26 
6 . 65 41.57 24.00 B.OO H.16 10.83 
7.75 41.7 24.00 e.oo 16.76 JB.4J 
8 . 00 41.51 24.00 8.00 H.76 16.16 4 .19 
8.50 41.51 24.00 6.00 16.76 67.02 9.38 
9.00 41.51 8.0n 16.76 33.S1 B.38 
9.50 41.51 24.00 8.00 16.16 67.02 e.JS 
10.00 4 1.51 24.00 8.00 16.76 33.51 6 . 3e 
10.S0 41.51 24.00 9.00 61.02 
:l4.00 33.51 
24.0(1 8.00 67.02 
12.00 1 14.00 6.00 )3,51 8 . 38 
12.50 24.00 67.2Si S.lS 
13.00 24 . 00 '.0 16.76 33.5111l 
" 8 . ]8 41.57 24 . 00 ::~~ I 16 . 16 67.02 38.68 28.43 17.64 17.64 604.08 8.60 
32 . 80 6.00 19.58 
32.46 35.l6 6,00 19.19 
16.37 31.19 36.H 8.00 19.48 7 . 15 
17.00 16.91 1 7.n 12.l? 
25.0S H.SO 20.09 20.0~ 1 U .79 
19 . 12 41.S3 7 . 67 20.60 6l . 18 20.44 
41 . 59 7.34 20.60 41.20 
21 .00 10.03 4\.16 7,09 2a.fiO 82.38Sim 20.60 
" 
2 •. 00 , .. 19.80 3 111] -~ l.18 75.86 
360.40 HO.ll 0.00 34 . 54 5.76 18.09 18.09 
0.0 , , . 109.22 109. 
'I'oca sur aC.ArIM0 AREA • 
'I'rapezoidaIStripAr .. "Check------------
Table 9. Calculation of Wetted Surface Area Seven. 
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Si"",~on 
lI" lti~li c r 
Simp~on 
1 /3 <<1 
1 ~ . ~~ _ ,  
, , 
rnp"2::~~:c~t~:;" ... ;:~A~:c: = ______ _ .5_3_5_-__ 4: :.~ 
Table ~O . C;:o lcu l ation o f \'ietted Suz:-tace Az:-ea Eight. 
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APPENDIX B. RESISTANCE CALCULATIONS 
I TTC SINGLE LENGTH METHOD 
This Table sho'.oJ$ the spy€adsh!:'et analysis for the ITTC 
singJe length method . 
Table 11 . ITTC resistance calcuJati ons for:- a single length 
analysis o f t_he SLICE. 
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Table 11. ITTC resistance calculations for a single length 
analysis of the SLICE . 
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-Table 11. ITTC resistance calculations for a single length 
analysis of the SLICE. 
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ITTC SECTIONALIZED HULL METHOD 
This Table shows the spreadsheet ana l ysis for t he ITTC 
sectionalized hull method. 
Table 12. ITTC resistance calculations for a sectional':'zed 
hull analysis of t.he SLICE. 
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Table 12. ITTC resistance calculatior.s tor a sectionali zed 
hull analys is of the SLICE 
10 1 
Tabla 12 . ITTC resistance calcula t ions for a s ectionali z ed 
hull analysis of the SLICE . 
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Table 12 . ITTC resistance ca l culations for a sectionalized 
hull analysis of the SLICE . 
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C. HUGHES SECTIONALIZED HULL METHOD 
This Table shows the spreadsheet analysis for tr.e 
Hughes sectionalized hull method. 
Table 13 . Hughes resistance calculations for a 
sectionalized hull analysis of the SLICE. 
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Table 13. HL<gbe:o; re:oistaflce cillculatiolls iu::- a 
sectionali7ed hull analysis of t.ne ST,TCE. 
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'l'ab1e 13. Hughes resistance calculations for a 
sectionalized hull analysis of the SLICE. 
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Table 1.3" Hl:.gheoo resistance calC""llat:"ons tor a 
secti ODil.] i ?oed h"J.] 1 andly,~is ot ':::he SLICE" 
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T<t.b1e 13 . Hug hes resistance calculations f or a 
sectionalized h ull analysis of the SLICE. 
lOR 
Table 13. Hughes r-esistance calc.l:::'atio:1s for- d 
sectionalized hull ana:::'ysis of t.he S::"ICE. 
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D . MODIFIED HUGHES METHOD 
This 'fable shows the spreadsheet analysis for t he 
modified Hughes method . 
".n 
,." 
Table 14 . Modified Hughes resistance calculations for a 
sectionalized hull analysis of the SLICE. 
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Table J.4. Modified Hughe~ res i stance ca l culat i O:1S for a 
sectionalized hull analysis of the SLICE. 
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Table 14 . Modified Hughes resistance calculations for a 
sectionalized hull analysis of the SLICE. 
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Table 14. Modified Hughes resistance ca l cu l atiQns for a 
s~ctiona lized hull analysis of the SLICE . 
Table 14. Modified Hughes resistance ca l culations for a 
sectionalized hu l l analysis of the SLICE . 
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Table 14.. Modified Hughes resistance calculations for a 
sectional ized hull analysis of t he SLICE. 
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Table 14 . Modified Hughes resistance calcu l aLions for a 
sectionalized hull analysis of the SLICE . 
1 16 
Table 14. Modified Hug:"es resistance calculations for a 
sectional i zed hull anal ysis of the SLICE. 
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